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More accurate search and smarter clipboard powers performance and
productivity for Travelport CETS reservation system
22 September 2017
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Travelport (NYSE: TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform, has upgraded its Travelport
CETS’ (Central European Touristic Solutions) reservation system with powerful new search
features and additional clipboard functionality.
Today’s travel agents are fulfilling an increasingly complex array of itineraries, involving
multiple components. With travelers expecting instant, accurate and engaging content, more
and more permutations and computations are taking place for each search to quickly deliver
results relevant to their individual needs.
Designed to meet these increasing demands, this new improved version of Travelport CETS’
fully integrated search engine, PowerSearch introduces new search criteria of: package tours,
hotels and flights to enable agents to provide a more tailored service. By applying filters for
hotels such as ratings, disabled-friendly, adults only, perfect for the honeymoon or pets allowed
agents can quickly filter properties relevant to customer’s individual needs. When booking
flights, agents can now also suggest itineraries with a specific airline, providing greater
flexibility to create customized tours from options returned in a clear, easy to read screen.
Increased relevance of the results returned is one key driver to improved conversion for the
agents using the CETS reservation system, but the additional new smart clipboard provides an
exclusive advantage of delivering smarter, more personalized experiences. Providing real-time
synchronized pricing updates, for intermediate data stored during the booking process. CETS
smart clipboard allows agents to copy and store up to 50 shopping queries that can be viewed

during the travel planning and booking process, confident that they are up to date contain the
latest travel offers.
Rudolf Mertl, Managing Director at Travelport Austria commented: “We are delighted to launch
such an easy to use and efficient way for agents to quickly deliver results relevant to customer
individual needs. A real timesaver for agents, providing productivity and workflow benefits, the
new PowerSearch and clipboard features will help agencies to drive conversion and maximize
travel performance in today’s competitive marketplace.“
If you have any questions related to Travelport CETS, please contact members of Travelport
Austria: sales.austria@travelport.com.

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.
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